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No, not matter or anti-matter studied in physics, which can't be argued to be "alive" anyway, 

however because it exists outside human dimensionality, possibly it is. This is another topic, 

already addressed here several times many moons ago and shall be again, I predict. The instant 

topic (the legalese adjective for "of the instance") refers to the current movement BLM in the 

USA, the precise nature and goals of which are not completely clear, not to me anyway; maybe 

you either. I & we turn to The Committee. 

 

For readers unaware outside the USA (I struggle to imagine anyone inside the USA for the most 

recent month or two who is NOT aware of the BLM phenomena) this isn't an abbreviation for 

biphenyl lithium monoxide, bipolar latent mania or bruised lateral maximus. Black Lives Matter 

appeared several years ago after criminal suspects were killed by police. A protest group, it has 

become a political force.  

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, where is this group going? What is the goal, objective and 

destination if different from what is said in public? 

C: The purpose of the exercise is but another example of the three step formula to establish 

power, authority over others. Create divisible groups, incite chaos between them in order to step 

in as the resolver.  

 

Q: It is common to hear observers say All Lives Matter, a response taken by BLM supporters 

as a taunt or even insult. Why? 

C: This works against the first step of the formula.   

 

Q: The murder rate in the USA, both killer and victim, is so disproportionately higher 

among Americans of color, specifically Americans with African ancestry several to many 

generations ago, that many observers have to be asking, why does that tragedy does not receive 

political attention?       

C: No power may be extracted from it; political candidates are highly efficient. The issues 

upon which they focus attention are areas where authority may be exercised.  

 

Q: Does the huge proportion of murder among Americans of color occur involving illegal 

drugs? 

C: Yes.  

 

Q: Why does the victim and killer rate drop off so sharply as middle age is reached? 

C: Age, experience, knowledge and understanding. 

 

Q: Divorce has become ubiquitous in the USA, never married mothers common, children 

raised without a father especially bad. The statistics say more than two thirds of American 

children of color are born to unwed parents and this directly leads to crime and violence. This 

was not the case with black Americans in the middle of the 20
th

 century. What caused the 

change? 



C: The change was chosen, by politicians and their handlers. The idea, which was been 

extremely successful, was to address traditional separation and mistreatment of American blacks 

after slavery was brought to a bloody end more then a century and half ago. After nine decades 

of a slowly evolving, slowly developing underclass of other wise hard working, law abiding 

Americans who were keenly, acutely aware of their place in the society of the USA, the decision 

was made to enact legislation to address this. The idea was to pass moral requirements. 

 

Q: Use authority to control thought. 

C: Behavior. The masters behind this process know quite well it is folly to make thinking 

rules. To the contrary, thinking is encouraged, especially consideration given to guilt and fear. 

The goal of the new rules, called civil rights legislation, was to make permanent the status of 

American blacks and cement the targets into place as inherently inferior.  

 

Q: Why? 

C: Gain political power. 

 

Q: Please explain and expand this. 

C: The political party which during the first century post slavery, embraced laws and social 

policy to the great detriment of blacks, saw the oncoming loss of position. We are referring to 

Democrats, who dominated American politics through the White House for two decades. After 

an eight year transition with a Republican president, a new style Democrat emerged whose 

popularity represented an existential threat. He was assassinated to favor a compliant servant 

who would allow new laws and rules to solidify blacks as an American underclass. This has 

occurred.  

 

Q: Democrats have positioned themselves as the savior of blacks, and have painted 

Republicans as the enemy.    

C: With great elective success. Reports that black American voters cast more than 90% of 

their ballots for Democrats are accurate evidence.    

 

Q: What is BLM against this backdrop? 

C: But another exercise in maintaining the circumstances to favor Democrat elective 

success. 

 

Q: If black Americans split votes 60% Democrat to 40% Republican, this would be a 

political disaster for Democrats.  

C: Which has already occurred. The push and momentum which led to Mr. Obama taking 

office had been stopped and reversed.  

 

Q: It is disconcerting to think we have politicians so cunning, calculating and fake. 

C: The two are inseparable, given human history. The exercise of power is addictive; the 

many of you shall say it is not because you have not had the experience. Once the opportunity to 

power up the great engines of a powerful jet and fly her high into the sky is taken, it is not easily, 

if ever, forgotten. Many humans who gain the opportunity to hold power over the lives of others 

struggle to release it. A new way is coming, but the shift will not be smooth. The power addicted 



will make certain the established habit and pattern of chaos and strife are exploited to the extent 

possible, in a vain attempt to maintain slipping power and authority. 

 

Humans will release this idea when it becomes obvious to all, the power holders are inept and 

inert. The forces of change coming to Earth will demonstrate this with brilliance.    

 

Q: What's coming for and from the BLM protests and movement in the immediate future? 

C: More of the same to the degree and extent sufficient attention is given. The most recent 

increase in personal restrictions imposed in many parts of the USA, outwardly said to be enacted 

because of increases of corona virus cases, occurs because economic conditions improved too 

quickly. Both BLM protests and economic troubles are hoped to sow sufficient voter discontent 

to enable Mr. Biden to win. 

 

Q: Since year 2015 y'all have made it clear Trump would be US president for eight years. 

C: Politicians refuse to believe this, because they have trained themselves and one another to 

always attempt prevalence. It is this obstinate determination voters require; no candidate for 

political office succeeds with a pragmatic, results oriented dedication to public service. Elected 

officials are self-serving, and the best ability to combine denial while pursuing it, is the formula 

for success. The many of you must remember Bill Clinton.   

 

Q: So BLM is no more than political opportunism? 

C: The protests are pre-organized, waiting for the appropriate event to publicly act and set 

off widespread reactions.  

 

Q: This seems so convoluted, why don't the powerful simply become kings & dictators? 

History is full of examples, Stalin, Hitler, Charles the 1
st
, Francisco Franco, Maximilien 

Robespierre and so forth. They can just impose authority directly?  

C: How do most of them die? In this day, the risk is too great, the results too short lived. 

Humans like certainty and predictability, and will accept it even when told providers of it are 

taking undue advantage.  

 

Q: Thank you Esteemed Committee. 

C: Do return when you might, one and all.   

 

 


